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Abstract 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) in 5G system has a 

main drawback of high Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR). Diverse 

techniques of PAPR diminishment and criteria for selection of PAPR 

diminishment methods are discussed in this paper. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a higher order modulation 

techniques in 5G which have advantage of high efficiency and less delay. This is the 

reason, OFDM has been decided for information rate correspondence and has been 

generally utilized as a part of numerous remote correspondence benchmarks, for 

example Digital Video broadcasting(DVB). 

However, there are challenging issue in the creation of the OFDM system. One of the 

significant issue is   its elevated PAPR. Therefore, the OFDM receiver’s recognition 

capability is exceptionally perceptive to the nonlinear gadgets used in its circuitry, 

such as Digital-to-Analog convertor (DAC) and High Power Amplifier (HPA). Most 

remote framework utilize HPA at the sender to acquire adequate transmit power and 

HPA is normally worked at or close to the saturation region to attain greatest output 
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power competence,  so in this manner nonlinear deformation because of eminent 

PAPR of information signal will come within  the channel. If HPA is not worked in 

linear part with extensive power back- off, it is difficult to maintain out of band  

power underneath as far as possible. It prompts to inefficient amplification and costly 

transmitter. Therefore to utilize features of OFDM, PAPR reduction techniques 

should be studied. 

A commonly used performance measure for PAPR lessening scheme is 

Complementary  Cumulative Distribution Function(CCDF).Various techniques are 

utilized for PAPR reduction like Clipping[1]-[6],Coding [7]-[13],Partial Transmission 

Scheme(PTS) and Selective Mapping(SLM)[14]-[30] and Dispersive SLM(DSLM) 

[33]. 

In this paper we will discuss these techniques. 

 

II. DEFINATION OF PAPR 

PAPR is of two types: 

 

A. Continuous –time   PAPR 

It is proportion among the highest instantaneous power and   normal power of base- 

band signal x(t). 

𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑅[𝑥(𝑡)] =
max

0≤𝑡≤𝑁𝑇
[|𝑥(𝑡)|2]

𝑃𝑎𝑣
 

where  the normal power of x(t) is Pav. 

B. Discrete time PAPR 

The discrete time sequence’s PAPR normally decides the complication of digital 

circuitry in terms of the number of bits important to accomplish a required signal to 

quantization noise for both digital operation and the DAC. For better approximation 

the PAPR of continuous time OFDM signal, the OFDM samples are achieved by L 

time over examining. The over sampled IFFT output is shown as 

x[n] ≜  
1

√N 
 ∑ Xk ej

N−1

k=0

2πnk

LN
 , 0 ≤ n ≤ LN − 1 
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Fig. 1 Statistic of PAPR of OFDM samples oversampled by distinct techniques [32]. 

 

Fig .1 demonstrate   the allotment of the PAPR of  the  OFDM  signals with N=256 

and L= 12416. As demonstrated  the biggest PAPR enhancement occurs from 

L=1,2.However,there is no increment altogether after L=4. The PAPR is characterized 

by 

𝑃𝐴𝑃𝑅{𝑥[𝑛]} =  
  max

0≤𝑛≤𝑁𝐿−1
[|𝑥[𝑛]|2]

𝐸[|𝑥[𝑛]|2]
 

Where E {} is expectation operator. 

 

III. PAPR DIMINISHMENT SCHEMES 

A. Clipping 

This is most straight forward way   of PAPR lessening .In it we clip the part of signal 

which are outer to the permitted area [11]. 

The amplitude clipping  is 

A(X) = {
x, |x| ≤ B
B, |x| > 𝐵

 

Where B is specified clipping level and positive real number, x is signal value, A(X) 

is amplitude function. 

Usually, the transmitter  perform the clipping function. On the other hand the clipping 

is evaluated at the receiver which has happened and to balance the received OFDM 

signal in like manner. So, receiver needs to gauge two parameter :  Size and location 

of clip.  It is not easy   to find these parameters .Due to it, there are both interior band 

and exterior band emission  within  the system, which debases the system  functioning 
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and bit error rate and spectral effectiveness 

 

B. Coding Scheme 

If we include many signals (say M) which have same phase then the power generated 

is M time the normal power. So the main initiative of coding technique is that we can 

achieve PAPR diminishment if occurrence of signals with same phase is minimised. 

Jones et al[7] presented a basic coding technique in which a three bit information is 

converted into four bit word by Summing Simple Odd Parity Code(SOBC)  at the 

ending bit over  the means of communication. The major advantage of SOBC 

technique is diminishment of PAPR for a codeword upto 4 bit. Afterward, Wulich[34] 

used the Cyclic Coding (CC) and Fragiacomo anticipated a proficient Simple Block 

Code (SBC) to decrease the PAPR of information signals [31]. Though if frame size 

is huge then SBC is not successful. So Compliment Block Coding(CBC) and 

Modified Compliment Block Coding(MCBC) were used  to diminish the PAPR 

without the confinement of frame dimension. The main advantage   of CBC and 

MCBC is its  adaptability on picking the rate of coding, frame dimension and 

minimum implementation problems.  In outline, the inbuilt capacity of error control 

and straightforwardness of execution make coding technique more capable for 

possible OFDM framework plan. It achieve good PAPR lessening but there is loss of 

coding rate. 

C.  PTS and SLM 

In the PTS technique PAPR diminishment is achieved by dividing   the information 

signal block X   into M disjoint sub-blocks shown by the vectors 𝑋(𝑚)𝑚 =
{0,1,2 … … 𝑀 − 1} [14] as shown in Fig 2.So we get 

 

X = ∑ X(m)

M−1

m=0

 

where     X(m) = [Xm,0 ,  Xm,1, … … Xm,N−1]. 
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Fig. 2   PTS technique block diagram [32] 

 

In  PTS  technique, the famous sub-block dividing systems is further divided in three 

parts [14]: interleaved, close to and pseudo random divider. The sub-block   X(m) are 

changed  into M time –domain partial series . 

X(m) = [x0
(m)

x1
(m)

… … xLN−1
(m)

] = IFFTLN×N[X(m)] 

A phase factors b is used to independently rotate these partial sequences. The OFDM 

signals with  minimum PAPR which is acquired by joining these M sub block is  

X~ =  ∑ bmX(m)

M−1

m=0

 

But in PTS there are two vital issues ought to be  illuminated : A)To decrease the  

high mathematical complication in finding the best possible phase factors. B) The 

overhead of   best possible phase factors because extra data is sent to receiver to 

properly decode the transmitted information. 

Also, in SLM, different input symbol sequences are generated by multiplying 

information sequence with phase sequence Then IFFT operation is performed on all 

input sequences and one with the minimum PAPR is transmitted   [30].  Fig. 3 which  

is block diagram of the SLM system shows that every information  square  is 

manifold by  distinct phase factors of length N, 𝐵𝑣 = (𝑏1 𝑏2 … . . 𝑏𝑣),resulting in V 

different blocks. Therefore  OFDM signal becomes as 

xv(t) =  
1

√N
 ∑ Xn

N−1

n=0

bv,n  ej2πfnt 
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Fig.3 SLM technique block diagram [32] 

 

The data block which has minimum   PAPR from all the blocks is transmitted. The 

mathematical  complication and number of the bits for   transmitting extra data has 

been diminished by some extended SLM [25]. 

Both PTS and SLM are distortion less   scheme with no power increase and no data 

loss. Although, PTS performance is better than SLM, but it require more side 

information. 

 

D.   DSLM 

 DSLM which stands  for dispersive SLM  is an extended and universal version of  

SLM. In it, different phase rotation vectors which are independent and identically 

distributed are used to rotate each symbol. One symbol from optically rotated symbols 

is selected on the basis of minimum PAPR which is derived over [0,4T] instead of   

[0,T].This technique is called Dispersive SLM[33] because it deals with time 

dispersive nature of   signals . 

 

IV. CRITERIA OF PAPR REDUCTION 

 

While applying different methods of  PAPR diminishment  we  have to maintain the 

excellent functioning of system with reference to  various factors. 

A. Excellent ability of PAPR diminishment:  While choosing the PAPR 

diminishment method, the factor should be kept in mind that it have minimum 

destructive issues. For example interior band and exterior band distortion. 

B. Minimum normal power: PAPR is reduced but normal power of system is 

enhanced , which results in reduction of the bit error rate performance of system . 

C. Minimum difficulty in implementation: Usually, complex schemes provide better 

PAPR lessening. But time and hardware requirements should be minimum.  
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D. No extension in bandwidth: If there is expansion in bandwidth then it result into 

data rate loss because of side information. So it should be avoided or should be as 

minimum as possible. 

E. No BER performance degradation: We should consider those methods for which 

there is enhancement   in BER  on the receiver end. 

 

Fig. 4 shows, different plot of the CCDF   for a randomly generated OFDM symbols   

and different PAPR lessening schemes. All the method used in given figure can 

reduce the PAPR to a great extent but their performance are different. 

 

Fig. 4 Comparison of different PAPR  reductions’s CCDF [32] 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

OFDM is broadly  conveyed in wireless  5G system because of its spectral 

competence and  robustness of channel. But high PAPR is an issue in OFDM. In 

this paper we studied various PAPR diminishment methods, which have both merits 

and demerits (loss in data rate, degraded BER, increment in signal power, increased 

complexity).These techniques should be utilized according to the application.    
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